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Abstract 
Tonchev, V.D., Self-dual codes and Hadamard matrices, Discrete Applied Mathematics 33 (1991) 
235-240. 
A general method unifying known constructions of binary self-orthogonal codes from com- 
binatorial designs and Hadamard matrices is described. As an application more than 80 ine- 
quivalent extremal doubly-even self-dual codes of length 40, 56 and 64 are constructed from 
Hadamard matrices of order 20 and 28 and symmetric 2-(31,10,3) designs. Many of these codes 
do not admit nontrivial automorphisms of odd orders, and there are codes with trivial automor- 
phism groups. 
Introduction 
In 1975 and 1976 Bhargava and Stein [3] and then Assmus, Mezzaroba and 
Salwach [2] pointed out several methods of obtaining self-orthogonal codes from 
symmetric designs. We concentrate here on the binary case and generalize these 
methods, the result being that we are able to produce a great number of binary self- 
orthogonal codes and even many extremal doubly-even self-dual codes. For the 
most part we consider designs arising from Hadamard matrices but not simply the 
usual symmetric Hadamard designs. Our generalized designs allow producing a 
variety of inequivalent codes from equivalent Hadamard matrices. We can, in cer- 
tain cases, insure that the minimum weight is large enough to produce extremal 
codes. 
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In Section 1 we describe our generalization a d in Section 2 we use it to produce 
codes from Hadamard matrices. Many of the codes have very small or even trivial 
automorphism groups and hence could not have been produced by group-theoretical 
methods. 
elf-orthogonal designs and codes 
Let X= {x1, . ..) x,) be a set of “points”. WecallafamllyB={B~:j=l,...,b) of 
subsets of X a weakly sei!orthogonal design if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) IBj[ElBjI (nrod2) for i,jE{I,...,b}. 
(b) IBinBj~=lBJ)Bml (mod2) for i,j,k,mE{l1,...,b}, i#j, k#m. 
There are four possible types of weakly self-orthogonal designs according to the 
parity of the block size and the cardinality of the intersection of pairs of blocks: 
(i) lBif7Bjl = IBkl =O (mod 2). 
(ii) IBJ)Bjl= lBkl= 1 (mod 2). 
(iii) JBjnBjI = 1 (mod 2), lBkl =O (mod 2). 
(iv) IB$7 Bj[ =O (mod 2), lBkl= 1 (mod 2). 
A design of type (i) is called properly self-orthogonal, or self-orthogonal only. 
Evidently one has the following: 
Theorem 1.1. If A is a block-point b x o incidence matrix of a self-orthogonal 
design, then A generates a self-orthogonal binary code of length v. 
Designs of type (ii), (iii) or (iv) are easily extendable to self-orthogonal designs 
of type (i) by adding one or two new points to each block in an appropriate way. 
Suppose ihat 6) = (X, B) is a weakly self-orthogonal design. Define the sets X’, X”, 
X” and the family of blocks B’, B”, B”’ as follows: 
X’ = xu {x,+i}, 
X”’ = 
x”\{x,+b+lh 
B’ = {BjU {x,+l}:j=l, . . ..b}. 
B’ = {BjU {x.,+j,x,+b+I}:j= 1, .a., b}, 
B”’ = (BjU {x”+j}:j= 1, . . . . b}. 
Then the following assertions are easily verified. 
(a) If D is of type (ii), then D’= (X’, B’) is self-orthogonal, i.e., of type (i). 
(b) If D is of type (iii), then D” = (X’, B’) is of type (i). 
(6) is of type (iv), then D” = (X”‘, B”‘) is of type (i). 
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In r/‘lher words, if A is a b x o incidence matrix of a weakly self-orthogonal design 
D, then the following matrix 
generates a binary self-orthogonal code of length v + 1 provided that D is of type 
(ii). The following matrix 
generates a self-orthogonal code of length b+ v + 1 provided that D is of type (iii). 
Let us mention that if v is odd, then one can add one more block consisting of all 
old points plus one new point x,,+~+ 1, so that a self-orthogonal design with 
v + b +2 points and b + 1 blocks is obtained. In coding terms, the following matrix 
r 1 l *. 1 0 1 
kb+l A : J 
generates a self-orthogonal code of length v + b + 2. Finally the matrix 
(lb, A) 
(3) 
(4) 
generates a self-orthogonal code of length v + b provided that D is of type (iv). 
Familiar examples of weakly self-orthogonal designs are provided by symmetric 
2-designs. In such a case the corresponding codes generated by (3) or (4) are in fact 
self-dual, and the construction is well known [l-3; 8-10; 11, pp. 108-109; 12; 131. 
iis pointed out in [ 121, the absence of ovals, i.e., maximal sets of points meeting 
each block in at most 2 points [ 11, is usually a necessary9 and sometimes even a suffi- 
cient condition for extremality of the related code. For instance, four new extremal 
doubly-even codes of length 64 have been constructed [8,10] from the known sym- 
metric 2-(31,10,3) designs without ovals. 
2. Self-orthogonal designs from adamard matrices 
Given a Iiadamard matrix H of order n = 4t, let us define incidence between rows 
and columns of H, a row and a column being incident whenever they intersect in 
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+I. We call this incidence structure the devdgra 01 ff. An incidence matrix of the 
design of H is (H+ 5)/2, where J is the all-one matrix. 
The Hamming distance between each pair of rows of H is n/2. Consequently, the 
parity of the number of +1’s in a row is the same for all rows if n>2. Using this, 
it is easy to prove the following theorem. 
Suppose now that His a Hadamard matrix of order n = 8t + 4 with some row (and 
hence all rows) containing an odd number of + 1 ‘s. Note that if the number of + l’s 
in a row is = 1 (mod 4), then multiplying that row by -1 transforms it in a row con- 
taining a number of + l’s = 3 (mod 4). 
Theorem 2.2. Let H be a Hadamard matrix of order n = 8t + 4 such that the number 
of +1’s in each row is = 3 (mod 4). Then the following matrix 
WA) (5) 
where A = (H-I- J)/2 is the incidence matrix of the design of H, generates a self-dual 
doubly-even code C of length 2n. The minimum distance qf C is at least 8 if and 
o&y if each row and column of H contains at least 7 Ws. 
roof, The self-orthogonality of the code follows from the fact that the design of 
H is self-orthogonal of type (iv). The code is doubly-even since the weights of a!! 
rows of the generator matrix (5) are divisible by 4. 
Suppose that the minimum weight d is less than 8, i.e., d=4. Since A is non- 
singular over GF(2), a codeword of weight 4 must be a sum of at most 3 rows of (5). 
A row of (5) can be of weight 4 only if some row of H contains exactly 3 + 1 ‘s. Since 
His a Hadamard matrix, the weight of the sum of any two rows of (5) is 2 + n/2>4 
for n>4. If there is a codeword of weight 4 being a sum of 3 rows of (5), then this 
word must be a row of the matrix (AT,I), which is, due to the self-duality of C, 
both a parity check and a generator matrix of C. However, the last matrix can have 
a row of weight 4 only if H contains a column with exactly 3 + 1’s. 0 
Let us mention that if H is of the shape 
then H’is an (t-1, - l)-incidence matrix of a symmetric Hadamard 2-(n - 1, n/2, n/4) 
design, thus the condition of Theorem 2.2 is fulfilled if n >4. Hence Theorem 2.2 
generalizes a result from [9]. 
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Theorem 2.2 gives a simple criterion for extremality of codes arising from 
Hadamard matrices of relatively small orders. Starting from a particular Hadamard 
matrix, one can transform it into many different (but equivalent) matrices by 
multiplying rows and columns with -1 so that all rows and columns contain a 
number = 3 (mod 4) of -I- 1 ‘s. It has been checked by an incomplete computer search 
[ 131 that at least 79 inequivalent extremal (40,20,8) codes arise from the three 
Hadamard matrices of order 20. &More recently, all (118) inequivalent extremal 
codes of length 40 derived from Hadamard matrices of order 20 have been 
enumerated and their automorphism groups computed [5]. Among those, there are 
5 codes with transitive automorphism groups, 72 codes with full group of order a 
power of 2, and 17 codes with trivial group. Only one code has nontrivial group of 
odd order. There is also a pair of equivalent codes derived from inequivalent 
Hadamard matrices. Four new extremal doubly-even (56,28,12) codes have been 
also constructed. from Hadamard matrices of order 28 [4]. 
3. Remarks 
Remark 3.1, A powerful method for the construction of self-dual codes is based on 
consideration of automorphisms of odd prime order (cf. [6,7,14]). It is worth noting 
that many of the extremal codes derived from Hadamard matrices of order 20 do 
not possess any nontrivial automorphisms of an odd order, and there are even codes 
with trivial full automorphism group [ 13,5]. 
Remark 3.2. Another extremal code with a very small automorphism group, name- 
ly a doubly-even (64,32,12) code with full automorphism group of order 2, has been 
recently encountered [8] by use of a symmetric 2-(31,10,3) design. 
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